Dear Valued Customer,

December, 2016

Announcement of improved 4LW

This is to inform that 4LW will be changed as below.
We hope that this change will help you to use our Prescale more comfortable.
I wish to express my appreciation for your understanding.

**Type**
Prescale 4LW

**Schedule**
Improved 4LW will be sequentially shipped from January, 2017

**Features**
Only C-film of current 4LW will be changed into improved type. A-film is the same as current type. Improved 4LW has three features as below.

1. The color of improved 4LW comes out faster than current 4LW.
   - Current 4LW colors slower than other types. Improved 4LW colors soon the same as others.

2. The color chart of improved 4LW differs from current 4LW.
   - Please make use of new “Standard color samples” for improved 4LW.
   - FPD-8010E is able to be used without any updates.

3. New package
   - The package of improved 4LW will be changed into the same as other types.
   - Please refer to attached pictures,

Sincerely yours,

Fujifilm Corporation
Industrial Products Division
*Reference: New Package
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